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【Introduction】

We at the Hokuriku Regional Agricultural Administration Office 
hope to use sake as a way to introduce the region’s food 
culture surrounding rice, to help share the Hokuriku region’s 
agricultural, forestry, and fishery products and local foods with 
the rest of the world.
By introducing sake from Hokuriku and foods that pair well 
with sake, we hope to raise the interest of people overseas in 
the superb agricultural, forestry, and fishery products and local 
foods of the region.

This brochure is available on our website

【Website】

https://www.maff.go.jp/hokuriku/food/export/kome_culture.html#fukui

Sake

Dishes and snacks that pair well with sake 
that are recommended by each brewery

Fermented products from each brewery

Distinctive features of each brewery

Cups well suited to serving sake  that are 
recommended by each brewery
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Kubota Brewery  Limited 

Ippongi Kubohonten
Co., Ltd.

Rikisen Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Tanabe Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Kokuryu Sake
Brewing Corporation

Torihama Sake Brewing Co., Ltd.

Miyakehikouemon
Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Manaturu Shuzo 
Co., Ltd

Nambu Sake

Brewery Inc
Uno Shuzoujo
Co., Ltd.

Genpei Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Funaki Shuzo
Limited Partnership

Tajima Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Tokoyama Shuzo 
Limited Partnership

Nyu Shuzo Co.,Ltd.

Katoukichibee
Shouten

Mikawa Shuzoujo
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Brewery’s Map 

Note: The sakes listed are made by local breweries who cooperated in making this website — there are also other sake breweries in
Ishikawa Prefecture that aren’t listed here.



－２－

Taniguchiya main restaurant
（Takeda’s Deep fried tofu）

TSUCHINAO JAPANWARE CO. 
（Echizen Lacquerware）

Wakasa Obama Marukai Obamahonten
（Kodai Sasazuke）

YAWARAGI Studio
（Housokuyaki）

Gokonoeki（Heshiko Preserved Mackerel）

Yamashitasuisan

（Butterflied Blackthroat Seaperch）

Echizen-yaki-no-yakata
（Echizenyaki）

FUKUI-BLUE 
（Syakudani-ishi）

Tentatsu （Unimame）

WATARIGLASS studio
（Glass Sake Cup）

Brewery’s  Recommended 
Map of Food & Cup



Founded in 1804, this brewery works with contract 
farmers in the Miyama area of Fukui, who specially 
grow their sake rice.
This old wood brewery building has been renovated 
into a stylish and charming production environment.
The brewery has transitioned to cold chain production 
for a unique super-low-temperature brewing process, 
creating sake with a fresh, clear flavor that has earned 
awards nationwide.

常山 常山酒造

URL https://jozan.co.jp/

A sake that positively 
overflows with local 
character: made with 
sake rice and water 
from the naturally 
abundant Miyama 
area of Fukui, as well 
as yeast developed in 
Fukui Prefecture.
The resulting sake 
has earned awards 
domestically and 
internationally, 
including both 
platinum and gold 
awards at a 
competition in France.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：

Tokubetsusaibaimai
Echizenmiyamanishiki

(Fukui Miyama-Rice)
polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value ：＋3 

Serve at 10–15°C to 
bring out its elegant 
aroma and the gentle 
richness of the rice.

（Singapore, France, Shanghai ）

Jozan

Unimame

常山純米大吟醸 特別栽培米越前美山錦
Jozanjunmaidaiginjo

Tokubetsusaibaimai Echizenmiyamanishiki

専務取締役
常山 晋平 氏
Executive  Director
Tokoyama Shinpei

・Tokoyama Shuzo Limited Partnership  1-19-10, Miyuki, Fukui-shi, Fukui

－３－

Tokoyama Shuzo Limited Partnership

Echizen Lacquerware Bajohai

A simple snack made by 
coating fava beans with 
sea urchin, then roasting.
The subtle sweetness of 
sea urchin and the 
perfect balance of 
saltiness and the aroma 
of the sea come together 
for a delicious snack.

A sake cup made of 
zelkova wood, showing 
off its beautiful grain.
The wood’s grain lends a 
touch of warmth to the 
dignified form of this cup, 
perfect for enjoying this 
daiginjo sake.

Mail sake@jozan.co.jp 
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取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

Exclusive brewery tours are available 
for members of the Miyama Local 
Sake Association; tours include 
Miyama soba noodles and exclusive 
local sake available only during tours.

Brewery Tours Planned for March(tentative)

For details, please contact Tokoyama Shuzo.

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

（A delicious ways to drink）

Local Sake Breweries



Established in 1849, and located between the Asuwa
River and Mt. Asuwa, two symbols of Fukui City. This 
brewery prides themselves on sake made with old-
fashioned yamahai starter cultures.
Tajima Shuzo aims to be a one-of-a-kind sake brewery, 
handing down traditional yamahai starter culture 
techniques while also pushing the envelope of sake 
brewing, with products like their “Pure Rice Wine” 
junmai sake made with wine yeast.

福千歳 田嶋酒造

URL https://www.fukuchitose.com/

A junmai daiginjo
sake made with 
Koshi-no-Shizuku, 
a type of sake rice 
developed in Fukui, 
and brewed with a 
traditional yamahai
starter culture.
Enjoy the unique 
rich flavor and 
mellow aroma that 
come from the 
yamahai starter 
culture.
Delicious chilled, as 
well as warmed. More Infomation

Specific designation：
Yamahai Junmai Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：

Koshinoshizuku 100% 
(Fukui-Rice)

polished rice ratio：
Koji40%・Kake50%

Sake meter value ：＋3 .0

It pairs exceptionally 
well with Japanese 
cuisine and much 
more. Try it alongside 
French or Italian 
dishes.

Fukuchitose

Mail info@fukuchitose.com 

福千歳 福 山廃純米大吟醸
Fukuchitose Fuku Yamahai junmai

daiginjo

代表取締役社長
田嶋 徳彦 氏

President&
Representative Director

Tajima  Tokuhiko

・Tajima Shuzo      1-3-10, Momozono, Fukui-shi, Fukui

－４－

Tajima Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Made with daiginjo sake (rice fermentation 
liquor) and its lees, for a series of cosmetics 
with no artificial colors, fragrances, or 
preservatives.

Daiginjo Cosmetic series

Pour this sake into a 
wine glass and 
allow it to breathe 
to open up its bright, 
vivid aroma and 
flavor.

Wine glass

Lather up for the luxurious 
feel of a skin pack made with 
sake lees. Cleanses skin 
without drying it out.

Daiginjo Sake Lees Soap

Toner that goes on smooth to 
refresh the skin, with a subtle 
scent of sake.

Daiginjo Sake Skin Toner

This smooth, pure white 
cream features a light 
sweetness to its aroma, 
and won’t leave your skin 
feeling sticky.

Daiginjo Sake Cream

（USA, Hong Kong, China）
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取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

Brand Brewery

Local Sake Breweries

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery



Now on its sixth-generation owner and head brewer, 
this brewery’s history stretches back to 1887.
The brewery grows its own Yamadanishiki and 
Gohyakumangoku rice, and more.
They also use naturally occurring yeast from the 
brewery to make kimoto and yamahai starter 
cultures, in order to brew sake with a rich, distinctive 
flavor considered among Japan’s most exceptional.

舞美人 美川酒造場

URL http://www.maibijin.com/

The brewery works 
to maximize the 
distinctive flavor of 
their yeast —
perhaps the most 
important ingredient 
for their sake’s 
uniquely assertive 
flavor and rich 
tartness, found 
nowhere else in 
Japan.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：

Rice, Rice-Koji 
polished rice ratio：60%
Sake meter value ：＋2.8

With its strong flavor 
and acidity, this sake 
goes particularly well 
with Chinese cuisine, 
meat dishes, and 
grilling. Perfect for all 
four seasons: try it 
chilled in summer or 
warmed in winter.

（Taiwan, Hong Kong, China）

Maibijin

Butterflied Blackthroat Seaperch

Mail info@maibijin.com 

舞美人 山廃純米酒
Maibijin Yamahai Junmai

美川 欽哉 氏

Mikawa Kinya

・Mikawa Shuzoujo 36-15, Koinadu-cho, Fukui-shi, Fukui

－５－

Mikawa Shuzoujo

Premium fatty blackthroat
seaperch is salted with Echizen
Salt and dried to concentrate its 
great flavor, then grilled for a 
result that’s crisp on the outside 
and rich and flavorful inside —
a perfect match for the tartness 
of this yamahai junmai sake.

Echizen Lacquerware is a 
traditional craft of Fukui.
This decanter helps aerate 
the sake and bring out its 
full-bodied aroma, an 
advantage over serving 
directly from a bottle.

A deliciously crispy snack 
made with yamahai
junmai sake lees from 
Maibijin, seasoned with 
black pepper for a spicy 
accent.

Maibijin Crispy Snack

３

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries（A delicious ways to drink）

Echizen Lacquerware Katakuchi

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery



Established in 1866. This brewery, located near the 
Kuzuryu River in northeast Fukui City, draws water 
from underground streams fed by Mt. Hakusan.
Their sake is made with yeast and rice developed in 
Fukui Prefecture, and a rare variety of rice with 
revived cultivation, brewed using Nanbu Toji
techniques for a beautifully clean result.

北の庄 舟木酒造

URL http://www.funaki-sake.com/

Funaki Shuzo’s sake is 
built on a foundation of 
soft water and the 
clean finish of 
Gohyakumangoku rice, 
as well as rice grown 
locally by contract 
farmers, for a smooth 
result with a rich aroma.
Enjoy the charming 
flavors of this junmai
ginjo sake with a 
perfect balance of 
sweetness, tartness, 
and other flavors.

Serve chilled or at 
room temperature. 
Pairs especially well 
with fish, spring rolls, 
crab, and other 
dishes with light, 
refreshing flavors.

（Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Macau, Canada, Australia）

Kitanosho

Echizen Gani Crab Sashimi

Mail info@funaki-sake.com

北の庄 純米吟醸
Kitanosho Junmai Ginjo

代表
舟木 修 氏
Representative
Funaki  Osamu 

・Funaki Shuzo Limited Partnership 46-3-1, Owada, Fukui-shi, Fukui

－６－

Funaki Shuzo Limited Partnership

Echizen Gani Crab, the 
“king of winter 
flavors” along the 
Echizen coast.
The crisp, clean flavor of 
Kitanosho is a perfect 
partner for the balanced 
flavor of fresh sashimi 
with a hint of saltiness.

Hirara is a type of flat 
Echizen Ware sake cup.
The incredibly thin edge 
allows sake to make a truly 
delicate first impression with 
each sip, and the flat shape 
of the dish gives the sake’s 
aroma room to blossom with 
every sip.

Echizen Usukuchi Sake Cup

Brewery tours are available. Visitors can also 
see the sake production process and sample 
different types of sake.

写真

Tours available Feb. to Nov.  (Not available during 
busy season or O-bon in mid August)
Hours: 10:00 to 16:00
Group Size: Up to 20
Reservations required at least one week 
in advance.
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取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

（A delicious ways to drink）
More Information

Specific designation：
Junmai Ginjo

Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku, 
Shinrikimai

polished rice ratio：60%
Sake meter value ：
＋3~＋4

For details, please contact Funaki Shuzo.

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Brand Brewery



This brewery was established in 1804 in the Matsuoka area 
of Eiheiji Town, known for its excellent water.
Since their founding, the Kokuryu Sake Brewing 
Corporation has strived to brew their own unique sake.
From generation to generation, the brewers never lose sight 
of their goal of making great sake, as they constantly hunt 
for new possibilities in sake.
In the future, as ever, their constant focus will remain on the 
critical moment when customers taste their sake, as they 
continue to produce delicious sake for generations to come.

黒龍 黒龍酒造

URL http://www.kokuryu.co.jp/

The iconic product of 
the Kokuryu brand: a 
ginjo sake made from 
Gohyakumangoku
rice grown in Fukui 
Prefecture.
In Fukui dialect, 
“itchorai” refers to 
one’s finest clothes, 
worn for special 
occasions. Every 
element, from the 
ingredients to the 
name, positively 
exudes local pride.

Best chilled to 5–
10°C. 
Savor its clean, 
pleasant flavor and 
fruity ginjo aroma.

（USA, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China）

Kokuryu

Echizen Oroshi Soba Noodles

Mail info@kokuryu.co.jp 

黒龍 いっちょらい
Kokuryu Itchorai

代表取締役社長
水野 直人 氏

President
Mizuno  Naoto

・SAKAYA (NEW YORK) http://www.sakayanyc.com/

－７－

Kokuryu Sake Brewing Corporation

Echizen Oroshi Soba 
noodles are buckwheat 
noodles served chilled, 
topped with plenty of 
grated daikon radish, 
bonito flakes, and chopped 
green onion.
Chilled Kokuryu Itchorai
paired with soba noodles 
makes a delicious way to 
enjoy the best of Fukui.

・Aburiya Kinnosuke (NEW YORK)   https://aburiyakinnosuke.com/

The Kokuryu Original Sake 
Cup is hand-made by a 
certified traditional artisan 
of Echizen Ware.
The incredibly thin edge of 
the cup provides a 
“sharp” feel to go with 
the crisp finish of this sake, 
bringing out its best when 
chilled.

Kokuryu original Sake cup 
“Sakazuki”

Product information is available in 
English on the brewery’s website.

http://www.kokuryu.co.jp/en/
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取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

（A delicious ways to drink）
More Information

Specific designation：
Ginjo

Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku
(Fukui-Rice) 

polished rice ratio：55%
Sake meter value ：＋5.5

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

http://www.sakayanyc.com/
https://aburiyakinnosuke.com/


Established in 1899, this brewery works to make sake 
that locals can be proud of: their Echizenmisaki is 
named for the spectacular beauty of Cape Echizen.
The head brewer boasts Nanbu Toji qualifications, and 
is at the heart of their brewing process.
Even today, the brewery uses traditional old-fashioned 
techniques from start to finish, steaming the rice in a 
giant pot, pressing the sake by hand, and more.

越前岬 田辺酒造

URL http://www.echizenmisaki.com/

Made with FK-501 yeast 
from Fukui for a subdued 
ginjo aroma, this daiginjo
sake offers a pleasant 
flavor, with the natural 
richness of the rice.
The result has won awards 
at the 2016, 2017, and 
2018 Kanazawa Regional 
Taxation Bureau Sake 
Awards.
This sake has also earned 
accolades internationally, 
including gold awards for 
multiple years in a row at 
the US National Sake 
Appraisal.

elicious alongside 
meals, especially fresh 
seafood from the 
Echizen Coast. Best 
enjoyed at room 
temperature or chilled.

（Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia）

Echizenmisaki

Unimame

専務取締役
田邊 啓朗氏

Executive Director
Tanabe  Hiroaki

－８－

Tanabe Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Glass Sake Cup

Echizen Salted Sea Urchin is 
one of the three great 
delicacies of Japan.
Fava beans are coated in 
powdered sea urchin to 
make “uni-mame,” or sea 
urchin beans.
The combination of sea 
urchin aroma, saltiness, and 
roasted fava bean flavor 
pairs well with this sake.

These glasses are made 
in a glass studio nestled 
between the Echizen
Coast and the mountains.
Their spectacular design 
evokes the incredible 
seasonal beauty of Fukui, 
for a comfortable and 
luxurious way to enjoy 
this daiginjo sake chilled.

Mail info@echizenmisaki.com 

越前岬 大吟醸
Echizenmisaki Daiginjo

・Tanabe Shuzo Co., Ltd.     2-24, Matsuokasibahara, Eiheiji-cho, Yoshida-gun, Fukui

Brewery tours available by advance 
reservation.
【Tours available Dec. to Mar.】
※Group Size: Up to 10

For details,contact Hayashi Syuzoujo

６

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

（A delicious ways to drink）
More Information

Specific designation：
Daiginjo

Raw ingredients：
Yamada Nishiki
(Hyogo-Rice) 

polished rice ratio：40%
Sake meter value ：＋3

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery



Established in 1903.The underground streams that 
flow from sources in the Hakusan mountain range are 
rich in minerals, while the Sea of Japan coast’s 
distinctively cold and snowy winters bring clean air with 
them — truly, Fukui brings together every natural factor 
necessary for outstanding sake.
The brewery draws up this mineral-rich water using a 
50-meter-deep well, combining it with rice grown in 
Fukui, to brew exceptional sake.

明乃鶴 力泉酒造

URL http://tutuzi.com/rikisen/

Gohyakumangoku
rice grown in Fukui 
is polished down to 
50% of its original 
size, then slowly 
fermented at low 
temperatures, 
creating a daiginjo
sake with a delicate, 
dry flavor and a 
refreshing aroma, 
perfect for any 
meal.

Best served chilled. 
Its clean flavor 
makes a great 
pairing with any 
meal.

Akenotsuru

Sashimi

Mail rikisen@basil.ocn.ne.jp

明乃鶴 純米吟醸
Akenotsuru Junmai ginjo

代表
豊岡 芳文 氏

Representative
Toyooka Yoshifumi

－９－

Rikisen Shuzo Co., Ltd.

代表写真
Fatty yellowtail and 
tuna sashimi go 
great with this sake’s 
clean flavor, for a 
perfect palate 
cleanser.

写真

写真

・Keyaki-an     20-10, Shimayamanashi, Fukui-shi, Fukui

Koji Amazake

A naturally sweet drink made 
with just high-quality rice and 
koji, and no added sugar.
Amazake is full of vitamins, 
essential amino acids, and 
other nutrients great for 
health and beauty, as well as 
oligosaccharides and fiber for 
digestive health.

Visitors can sample and order sake, 
including some exclusive varieties. 
Their Oroshi Soba and Daiginjo
Sake Set is a unique way to 
take advantage of the brewery 
location, and comes particularly 
recommended.
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取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

（A delicious ways to drink） More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai Ginjo
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value ：＋5

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

The brewery grounds feature 
Keyaki-an, an Echizen Soba 
noodle restaurant.

Shopping Information (e.g.)



Established in 1753 near the Takeda River in northeast 
Sakai City, in the region’s own “Valley of the Kings.”
This brewery takes pride in local ingredients, growing 
their own Yamadanishiki rice in a field next to the 
brewery and drilling 150 meters down into bedrock to 
draw water from 200 meters underground.
They also focus on uniqueness in their brewing, using 
their own yeast and koji-making equipment developed by 
their tenth-generation head brewer, to produce flavorful 
sake with a crisp finish.

富久駒 久保田酒造

URL    https://www.fukukoma.co.jp/

Made with Yamadanishiki
rice grown next to the 
brewery. The moromi
mash is slowly fermented 
at low temperatures, then 
gently drip-filtered through 
cloth bags and bottled.
The result is a highly 
exclusive sake, available in 
very limited quantities.
The neck of each bottle is 
numbered with Echizen-
ori woven textiles.

With its excellent 
balance, featuring bold 
flavor that gives way 
to a clean finish, this 
sake goes well with 
everything from lightly 
flavored dishes to rich, 
hearty meals.
Best served well 
chilled.

（Hong Kong, China(Shanghai), Australia）

Fukukoma

Takeda’s Deep fried tofu

Mail kubota@fukukoma.co.jp

鬼作左袋吊り搾り 純米酒
Onisakuzahukurotsurishibori junmai

代表
久保田 直邦 氏

Representative
Kubota  Naokuni

・Kubota Brewery  Limited      27-45, Yamakubo, Maruoka-cho, Sakaishi, Fukui

－１０－

Kubota Brewery  Limited 

Housokuyaki Guinomi

A condiment made from salted 
Yamadanishiki rice koji.
Enjoy its clean, mild sweetness.

Large abura-age fried tofu, 
crispy on the outside and 
fluffy on the inside.
Toast this abura-age and top 
it with grated daikon radish, 
and serve with Onisakuza, for 
a wonderful toasted aroma 
from the abura-age that gives 
way to the subtle sweetness 
of the sake.

Ceramic cups made from 
Echizen Clay, with a glaze 
featuring hosoku stone from 
Wakasa.
The quietly beautiful metallic 
color of these cups emphasizes 
the clarity of sake, for a new 
way to enjoy its great flavor.
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取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：

Yamada Nishiki
polished rice ratio：70%
Sake meter value ：＋7.3

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Shio-Koji



Established in the year 1751, during the age of the 
samurai.
This brewery is located in Echizen-Ono, a place said to 
have been created by the gods for brewing sake, due to 
the area’s Gohyakumangoku rice, outstanding water 
from Oshozu Spring, and cold, snowy winters.
Manaturu Shuzo focuses exclusively on brewing only 
premium ginjo sake, using traditional techniques while 
working to explore new possibilities of flavor in their 
brewing.

真名鶴 真名鶴酒造

URL   http://www.manaturu.com/

With a clean, elegant 
sweetness balancing its 
brisk, citrusy tartness, 
this sake offers an 
innovative cooling 
sensation.
Sake with an exhilarating 
sweetness, reminiscent 
of the dulcet tones of 
raindrops.Likewise, its 
fruity bouquet features 
smooth notes of citrus 
and passion fruit, from 
start to lingering finish.
Savor a subtle 
sweetness and acidity, 
balanced with a fruity 
aroma.

Best served well-
chilled. Refreshing 
when mixed with soda 
water, as well.

（USA, China, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan, Hong kong, Macau）

Manaturu

Appetizers

代表
泉 惠介 氏

Representative
Izumi  Keisuke

－１１－

Its fruity character 
harmonizes nicely 
with appetizers 
featuring plenty of 
fruits and 
vegetables.

With its mild sweetness 
and acidity, this sake is 
evocative of a white wine.
Serving it in a wine glass 
provides a way to more 
fully enjoy its fruity aroma 
and delicate flavors.

Mail info@manaturu.com 

A great way to 
find your new 
favorite.

写真

奏雨-sow-

・Manaturu Shuzo 11-3, Meirin-cho, Ono-shi, Fukui

Manaturu Shuzo Co., Ltd

Wine glass

The brewery’s shop offers ten or so 
varieties of sake for visitors to 
sample for free.

９

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value ：－18

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery



Boasting over a century of history since their 
founding in 1901, this brewery is built on a 
devotion to carefully producing only as much 
outstanding sake as they can make by hand.
The brewers take advantage of the outstanding 
water and rice available locally, preserving tradition 
as they continue to work on new endeavors.

花垣 南部酒造場

URL https://www.hanagaki.co.jp/about/english

The brewery’s 
flagship daiginjo
sake.
Made with premium 
Yamadanishiki rice, 
carefully brewed 
ginjo-style.
Enjoy an elegant 
aroma evocative of 
fruits, alongside a 
distinctive clean, 
clear feel.

Enjoy chilled or at 
room temperature.
This sake also goes 
especially well with 
meals.

（China, Hongu Kong,USA）

Hanagaki

Wild Vegetable Tempura

Mail info@hanagaki.co.jp 

花垣 特撰大吟醸
Hanagaki Tokusen Daiginjyo

営業部長
前田 英夫氏
Sales   Manager
Maeda  Hideo

－１２－

Nambu Sake Brewery Inc

Wild vegetable tempura is 
served with just salt for 
seasoning, and features a 
distinctive subtle bitterness.
This special-selection daiginjo
sake’s fruity flavor and dry 
aftertaste make for a delicious 
pairing with the mild bitterness 
of wild vegetables.

Wine glass

写真

Tulip-style wine glasses 
are particularly 
recommended for this 
sake, bringing out the 
finest of this special-
selection daiginjo sake’s 
rich aroma.

Made with just two ingredients: rice 
koji made with locally grown 
Gohyakumangoku rice from Oku-
Echizen, and water from Echizen-
Ono. With no additives and no 
alcohol, this mild and healthy drink 
is naturally sweet, with a rich depth.

Hanagaki Amazake

・Nambu Sake Brewery Inc 6-10, Moto-machi, Ono, Fukui
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：
Yamada Nishiki

polished rice ratio：40%
Sake meter value ：＋4

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery



This brewery was established in the year 1620, located 
against a backdrop of the Hakusan mountains.Now on its 
20th-generation head, Uno Syuzoujo is one of Fukui’s 
preeminent long-established breweries, having once been 
known as Mugiya until the Meiji era (1868–1912).
Despite having experienced a number of large fires over the 
years, the brewery remains steadfastly committed as ever to 
continuing their production of sake that will satisfy customers 
and earn their trust, prioritizing quality above all else.

一乃谷 宇野酒造場

URL     http://www.itinotani.co.jp/

Enjoy at room 
temperature or 
chilled, to savor its 
rich daiginjo aroma 
and mellow flavor. 

（USA, Taiwan, China）

Ichinotani

kamisho Satoimo
Tallow Potatoes

Mail unosyuzo@itinotani.co.jp

薫 大吟醸
Kaoru        Daiginjo

代表取締役
宇野 信裕 氏

Representative Director
Uno  Nobuhiro

・Uno Shuzoujo Co., Ltd.      3-4, Hon-machi, Ono-shi, Fukuiken

－１３－

Uno Shuzoujo Co., Ltd.

Taro root grown in Echizen-
Ono has a distinctive firmness 
that helps it stay together 
even when simmered for a 
long time.
The fruity bouquet of Kaoru 
daiginjo sake goes perfectly 
with sweet and savory 
simmered taro root, bringing 
out the rich flavor of the sake.

FUKUI-BLUE
Shakudani-ishi Guinomi

Sake cups made of Shakudani
stone, which is known for its 
unique feel.
Lighter than you would expect 
from stone, these cups feel 
comfortable in the hand and 
pleasant to use.
When filled with sake, these 
cups take on a deep blue hue, 
adding a touch of beauty to 
your mealtime drinks.

Made with 
Yamadanishiki rice, 
polished down to just 
40% of its original size.
This sake has won 
honors at the 
Kanazawa Regional 
Taxation Bureau Sake 
Awards, nineteen years 
in a row. It has also 
earned awards from the 
Annual Japan Sake 
Awards, the Noto Toji
Cooperative Society 
Sake Awards, and more.

Brewery tours and tastings available by 
advance reservation.
Tours available all year round.
Tour Price: ¥300 per person
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

（A delicious ways to drink） More Information
Specific designation：

Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：
Yamada Nishiki

polished rice ratio：40%
Sake meter value ：＋3.5

For details, please contact Uno Shuzoujo.

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy  
or drink the sake of our brewery

mailto:unosyuzo@itinotani.co.jp


Genpei was founded in 1673, and once sold herbal 
medicines alongside the sake they brewed; today, their 
focus is exclusively on sake.
Ono City, in the Oku-Echizen region, is home to Oshozu
Spring. This spring in the center of the city is considered 
one of Japan’s 100 finest water sources, and has long 
been the source for the water used to make Genpei sake.
Their sake is reminiscent of the Warring States Era, with a 
sweetness evocative of the Taira Clan and a dryness that 
brings to mind the bold warriors of the Genji clan.

源平 源平酒造

URL    http://www.genpeishuzo.co.jp/

Made with water from 
Oshozu Spring, one of 
Japan’s 100 finest water 
sources, and 
Gohyakumangoku rice 
grown by local 
contracted farmers.
The result is a distinctive 
sake that combines full-
bodied aroma with a 
crisp, clean finish, 
winning it a gold medal at 
the 2018 Sake Selection 
by CMB in Brussels.

With its deep flavor 
and crisp finish, this 
sake goes particularly 
well with meals.
Serve with seasonal 
dishes, at room 
temperature or 
chilled.

（Taiwan）

Genpei

代表取締役
萩原 敦士 氏

Representative Director
Hagiwara  Atsushi

－１４－

・Genpei Shuzo Co., Ltd.      1-33, Kaname-cho, Ono-shi, Fukui

Kamisho taro root from the 
Kamisho area of Ono City is 
premium brand-name taro 
root beloved nationwide.
Charmingly small and able to 
stand up to cooking for a long 
time, they’re perfect for 
simmering in a sweet and 
savory broth.
A delicious match for sweet 
and savory simmered taro root.

Echizen Ware is known as 
one of the Six Old Kilns of 
Japan.
These paired cups are larger 
than guinomi sake cups, yet 
smaller than most ordinary 
glasses, making them just 
right for enjoying well chilled 
Genpei junmai sake.

Mail   info@genpeishuzo.co.jp

Brewery tours available by advance 
reservation, except during winter 
fermentation season.

源平 純米酒

Genpei Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Echizen sake cup

Genpei Junmai

Tours available Apr. to Oct.
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Brand Brewery

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku

polished rice ratio：60%
Sake meter value ：＋4

kamisho Satoimo
Tallow Potatoes

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

For details, please contact Genpei Shuzo.

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy  
or drink the sake of our brewery



This brewery was established in 1902 in Katsuyama City, 
Fukui Prefecture, which is one of Japan’s top growers of 
Gohyakumangoku rice.
Shortly after their founding, this brewery became 
purveyors to the Ogasawara Clan, who ruled Katsuyama
back during the days of the Fukui Domain. In the century 
since, Ippongi has become a household name in this 
snowy region of Japan, as Fukui’s leading brewer and 
seller of sake.

伝心 一本義久保本店

URL https://www.ippongi.co.jp/eng/

Ippongi’s brewery is 
located in the foothills of 
the sacred Mt. Hakusan, 
which is known for its 
deep winter snows.
In spring, the melting 
snow soaks deep into the 
ground. This water is then 
naturally filtered over the 
course of several years, 
before being drawn up 
from the brewery’s well.
This sake makes the most 
of this pure water, for a 
clean, subdued nose and 
a clear, bracing flavor.

Best served lightly 
chilled, to bring out 
the best of this 
sake’s pure flavor 
and aroma.

Denshin

Heshiko Preserved Mackerel

伝心 雪 純米吟醸
Denshin Yuki Junmaiginjo

代表取締役
久保 格太郎 氏

President
Kubo  Kakutaro

・Katsuyamashuho 1-7-31, Sawa-machi, Katsuyama-shi, Fukui

－１５－

Ippongi Kubohonten Co., Ltd.

Heshiko is made by salting 
mackerel and fermenting it in 
rice bran, for a preserved food 
that is a beloved part of winter 
in the region. Serve sliced 
heshiko sandwiched between 
slices of daikon radish and 
squeeze on some lemon juice to 
add a bright tart note that goes 
perfectly with the subtle 
sweetness of this sake.

Serve in wine glasses to 
bring out the finest of 
this ginjo sake’s delicate 
flavor and aroma.

Wine glass

Hard sake lees are only available 
during sake-pressing season. Toast 
and coat with dark brown sugar for 
a sweet treat, or use to make soups, 
amazake, and more. A seasonal 
flavor to savor.

Brewery tours available by advance reservation.
【Tours available Apr. to Aug.】

※Tours may not be available on some dates, for
work-related reasons.

For details, please contact Ippongi Kubohonten.
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）
More Information

Specific designation：
Junmai Ginjo

Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku
Yamada Nishiki

polished rice ratio：55%

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（USA,China,Korea,Taiwan,Hong Kong, Australia, New Zealand,Thailand, Malaysia,Singapore, 
Mexico,Canada, United kingdom, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Italia,Netherlands）

A country or region where you can buy  
or drink the sake of our brewery

Ippongi Hard Sake Lees



This brewery was established in 1860, by a founder who 
served as both a money changer and a village chief.
They pride themselves on producing junmai sake with 
zero additives.
The brewery polishes their rice to an average of just 34% 
of its original size, making it among the most ambitious 
breweries nationwide in this regard, and all of their sake is 
slowly aged at sub-freezing temperatures before being 
shipped out.

梵 加藤吉平商店

URL    http://www.born.co.jp/

The ultimate junmai
daiginjo sake: made 
with 100% 
Yamadanishiki rice 
polished down to 
20% of its original 
size, then slowly 
aged for five years 
at -10°C.
It has been the 
official sake of 
choice for a number 
of high-profile 
events held in Japan: 
in a sense, it is often 
the sake chosen to 
represent Japan.

Chill thoroughly, and 
enjoy with those 
who mean the most 
to you.

Born

Kodai Sasazuke

Mail info@born.cp.jp

梵・超吟 純米大吟醸
Born:Chogin Junmai daiginjo

代表
加藤 団秀 氏

11th President
Kato  Atsuhide

－１６－

Katoukichibee Shouten

Sea bream caught in the 
coastal waters of Japan, 
filleted, salted, and 
pickled in vinegar, then 
packed in casks.
Pairs exceptionally well 
with sea bream pickled 
in sweetened vinegar.

Beautiful sake cups 
featuring an embossed 
cherry blossom petal design, 
layered with real gold and 
fired at 800°C to create a 
beautiful golden finish on 
these special Born cups.

Born Kinonosakazuki

写真依頼

Beef curry made with unfiltered 
Born junmai daiginjo sake.
This curry uses only simple 
ingredients in order to allow the 
deep flavor of the junmai daiginjo
sake to shine through, for a 
luxuriously sophisticated dish.

・Katoukichibee Shouten 1-11, Yoshie-cho, Sabae-shi, Fukui

きちべえ

※Available for sale at Katoukichibee Shouten.

Junmaishu Curry  Born
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：
Yamada Nishiki

polished rice ratio：20%

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy  
or drink the sake of our brewery （USA, France, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Dubai etc.  102 countries around the world）



Established in 1716, this brewery started out making 
sake as an offering to the nearby Yasaka Shrine.
Asukai sake is made with rice grown locally in 
Echizen Town and the “water of long life” from a 
spring on the shrine grounds, for a smooth result 
locally said to be the “sake of long life.”
In recent years, the brewery has also begun brewing 
with traditional kimoto starter cultures.

飛鳥井 丹生酒造

URL https://www.asukai1716.com/

Brewed with the 
“water of long life,” 
considered one of the 
Hokuriku region’s 
100 finest water 
sources, as well as 
Gohyakumangoku
rice grown locally in 
Echizen Town.
The result is a 
graceful fruitiness 
and a delicate, dry 
flavor.

The graceful 
fruitiness and 
delicate, dry flavor of 
this sake bring out 
the best of meals.
Best enjoyed with 
food, at room 
temperature or 
lightly chilled.

Asukai

Heshiko Preserved Mackerel

Mail asukai1716@am.ttn.ne.jp

飛鳥井 純米吟醸
Asukai Junmai ginjo

代表取締役社長
髙橋 裕子 氏

President&
Representative Director

Takahashi  Yuko

－１７－

Nyu Shuzo Co.,Ltd.

The local specialty heshiko is 
made by salting mackerel and 
pickling in rice bran, for a 
distinctive combination of salty 
and sour. Nibble on small pieces 
of heshiko and wash them down 
with this sake, for a combination 
that never gets old.

Echizen Usukuchi Sake Cup
Hirara, a brand of Echizen
Ware sake dish, features an 
exceptionally thin rim to let 
each sip make a delicate first 
impression. The flat shape of 
the dish provides the sake’s 
aroma with room to blossom.

Made with no additives — just 
kuro-uri gourd grown in Fukui 
Prefecture, salt, and premium 
sake lees.
After pickling for a year, they 
undergo a re-pickling just before 
being shipped out, to ensure that 
they are always available at the 
peak of their flavor.

Echizen Nara-zuke Pickles

商品写真

写真

・shops  https://www.asukai1716.com/ (Japanese site only)
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai Ginjo
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku

polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value ：±0

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

mailto:asukai1716@am.ttn.ne.jp


This brewery was established in 1920 among the 
peerless natural abundance of Wakasa Town, near 
the Five Lakes of Mikata, a Ramsar Site.
The local food culture incorporates fish from these 
lakes; Torihama Sake Brewing makes a principle of 
brewing sake with a sweetness and a deep flavor to 
match these lake fish, as a part of their close 
connection to the community from the start.

加茂栄 鳥浜酒造

URL https://www.torihama.jp/

The brewery makes a 
principle of brewing sake 
with a sweetness and a 
deep flavor. At the same 
time, this sake has a 
subtler sweetness and a 
pleasant aroma, perfect 
for those who prefer a 
somewhat lighter flavor.
Made with 
Gohyakumangoku rice 
grown in Fukui Prefecture, 
polished down to 50% of 
its original size — the 
daiginjo standard.

Its refreshing aroma is 
the heart of this sake, 
making it best served 
chilled, rather than 
warmed. Sip slowly, 
and let the aroma fill 
your mouth and nose, 
while the flavor reveals 
its depth.

Kamosakae

代表取締役
小堀 安彦 氏

Representative Director
Kohori Yasuhiko

－１８－

・Torihama Sake Brewing Co., Ltd. 59-30, Torihama, Wakasa-cho, Mikatakamigata-gun, Fukui

A local specialty traditionally 
made as a preserved food for 
winter: mackerel is salted and 
salt-pickled, then pickled in 
rice bran.
With its complex flavor, this 
fermented food goes perfectly 
with the light sweetness of 
this junmai ginjo sake.

In 2011, this brewery, with its 
two-story earthen-walled 
storehouse building, was 
designated a registered tangible 
cultural property.
Until around 1960 or so, the 
brewery used firewood and 
coal to heat the pots used to 
cook the rice, which can still be 
seen there today.

Mail info@torihama.jp 

Brewery tours 
available by advance 
reservation over the 
phone.

【Tours available all year round.】
Tours may not be available due to events on 
certain dates, or if the group is too large, etc.
Call Torihama Sake Brewing for details.
☎0770-45-0021

鳥浜 純米吟醸酒

Torihama Sake Brewing Co., Ltd.

Torihama Junmai Ginjo

The smoke from the pots passed through a flue 
on its way to the chimney. The chimney has 
become a symbol of Torihama Sake Brewing, and 
provides a charming old-fashioned feel.
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Brand Brewery

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai Ginjo
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku

polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value ：±0

Heshiko Preserved Mackerel

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Shopping Information (e.g.)

mailto:info@torihama.jp


Established in 1718. This brewery is located along an inlet of 
Wakasa Bay, surrounded by the Sea of Japan and the Five Lakes 
of Mikata.
This brewery is part of a fishing town, where the people coexist 
with the sea, and has come to be an iconic sake maker of the 
Wakasa region; their sake is a part of the local food culture, 
alongside fresh seafood and heshiko.
Their brewers hand down their traditional techniques from 
generation to generation while simultaneously working to remain 
flexible and prompt in meeting the tastes of the times, without ever 
forgetting their principles as true and proper sake brewers.

早瀬浦 三宅彦右衛門
酒造

The water for this sake 
comes from a spring at 
the brewery, and is rich 
in minerals, stimulating 
fermentation for a dry 
sake that makes a 
strong impression.
Their junmai sake 
especially benefits from 
this excellent water.

Different facets of 
this sake reveal 
themselves at 
different 
temperatures. Serve 
well chilled with 
sashimi, or lightly 
warmed with hotpots, 
grilled dishes, and 
simmered dishes,
to bring out the best 
of their flavors.

Hayaseura

Heshiko Pickled in Sake Lees

早瀬浦 純米酒
Hayaseura Junmai

代表
三宅 範彦 氏

Representative
Miyake  Norihiko

・Miyakehikouemon Shuzo Co., Ltd.        21-7, Hayase, Mihama-cho, Mikata-gun, Fukui

－１９－

Miyakehikouemon Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Aritayaki Honkikichoko

写真

A unique delicacy made by 
re-pickling heshiko —
mackerel pickled in rice 
bran — in Hayaseura
daiginjo sake lees.
The extra effort turns this 
traditional Wakasa favorite 
into an outstanding side 
for drinks.

Authentic sake-sampling 
cups featuring the 
Hayaseura logo, made by 
the Hosen Kiln, the oldest 
kiln in Arita.
These cups are hand-
made to be used at sake 
competitions, with a thin-
carved finish.

酒造組合HPより

※To purchase, contact Miyakehikouemon Shuzo.
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The brewery 
features three wells, 
providing mineral-
rich water for lively 
fermentation.
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku

polished rice ratio：55%
Sake meter value ：＋7

(Standard value)

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)



－２０－

Takeda abura-age is characterized by its countless 

air bubbles, both large and small, for a result that is 

light and fluffy inside, yet crisp outside. Toast this 

abura-age and top it with grated daikon radish, and 

serve with Onisakuza, for a wonderful toasted 

aroma from the abura-age that gives way to the 

subtle sweetness of the sake.

Taniguchiya main restaurant 37-26-1, Kamitakeda, Maruoka-cho, Sakai-shi, Fukui

Fukui Prefecture eats more Deep fried tofu than anywhere else in Japan. 

Deep fried tofu, which evolved with Zen food culture is called abura-age. 

Takeda abura-age is made from only the choicest domestic soybeans, 

pure water from Takeda, and natural bittern from the sea of the Echizen

coast. This tofu is then slowly and gently fried in oil, giving it a truly unique 

texture and flavor that you won’t find in any ordinary abura-age.

URL https://www.takeda-no-age.com/

Takeda’s Deep fried tofu

Contact    https://cart6.shopserve.jp/-/takeda-no-age.com/FORM/contact.cgi

Kubota Brewery  Limited 
Representative

Kubota  Naokuni

取材・編集：北陸農政局
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Dishes and Snacks That Pair Well with Sake

introducer

Case 2

introducerPairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui

As you chew this preserved sea bream, the 

saltiness quickly gives way to a combination of 

savory and sweet. Enjoy its beautifully pale pink 

skin and satisfying texture. The sugi cedar wood of 

the cask lends a noticeable aroma as well, coming 

together with the tartness of the vinegar for a 

wonderfully clean, refreshing pairing for this sake.

Wakasa Obama Marukai Obamahonten 9-21, Ote-cho, Obama-shi, Fukui

Sea bream caught in the coastal waters are filleted, lightly salted, and 

pickled in vinegar or seasoned vinegar, then packed in casks.The

beautiful pink of the sea bream’s skin contrasts wonderfully with the 

pale golden brown or subtly translucent white color of the firm flesh, 

and the result has just the right balance of saltiness and tartness. 

The careful use of salt and vinegar makes this a preserved food that 

still retains much of the great flavor of fresh fish. In 2017, 

Geographical Indication Protection System registration.

Kodai Sasazuke

Contact https://www.wakasa-marukai.co.jp/contact/

Katoukichibee Shouten
Representative
Kato  AthuhideShops in Fukui

Case 1

Pairing to Sake

URL https://www.wakasa-marukai.co.jp/

https://www.wakasa-marukai.co.jp/


The subtle sweetness of sea 

urchin and the perfect balance 

of saltiness and the aroma of 

the sea come together for a 

delicious snack.

Tentatsu 2-7-17, Junka, Fukui-shi, Fukui

A distinctive specialty from Fukui. Green sea urchin is considered one of the 

three great delicacies of Japan. Its rarity and high price led to the development 

of this product, as a way to let more people enjoy this sea urchin. Fava beans 

are first deep-fried to crunchy perfection, then coated with sea urchin and 

roasted, for a simple yet delicious snack.

URL https://www.tentatu.com/

Unimame

－２１－

Mail   order@tentatu.com

When grilled, butterflied blackthroat
seaperch develops a wonderfully crispy skin, 
and the rich flavor of the fat goes perfectly 
with the tartness of yamahai junmai sake.

Yamashitasuisan 3-69-1, Kokonogi, Echizen-cho, Nyu-gun, Fukui

Blackthroat seaperch is a premium fish said to be the most 

delicious of the Sea of Japan, with rich, fatty white flesh. These 

fish are salted with Echizen salt made by a dried seafood artisan, 

then dried to concentrate their flavor.

URL    http://www.yamashitasuisan.jp/

Butterflied Blackthroat Seaperch

Mail   umaiyaro@zg.ttn.ne.jp

Tanabe Shuzo Co., Ltd.
Executive  Director

Tanabe  Hiroaki

Mikawa Shuzoujo

Mikawa Kumiko

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

Tokoyama Shuzo 
Limited Partnership

Executive  Director
Tokoyama Shinpei

The combination of sea 
urchin aroma, saltiness, and 
roasted fava bean flavor 
pairs well with this sake.

Dishes and Snacks That Pair Well with Sake

Case 3

introducer
Pairing to Sake

Pairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui

Case 4

introducer
Pairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui

https://www.tentatu.com/


Gokonoeki 72-1, Kuguji, Mihama-cho, Mikata-gun, Fukui

Heshiko is a traditional way of preserving fish, practiced along this region of the Sea of 

Japan coast. In the cold of winter, mackerel are split and salted, then packed in a 

seasoned rice bran mixture called “shie,” and fermented for half a year or longer. In 

recent years, this traditional item has come to be used not just for Japanese dishes, 

but also western-style dishes.

URL https://www.gokonoeki.jp/

Heshiko Preserved Mackerel

－２２－

Nyu Shuzo Co.,Ltd.
President&

Representative Director
Takahashi  Yuko

Ippongi Kubohonten Co., Ltd.
President

Kubo  Kakutaro

Wipe the rice bran off the heshiko

and thinly slice, then serve 

sandwiched between thin slices of 

daikon radish. Squeeze on some 

fresh lemon juice to add some 

tartness, for a perfect match for the 

elegant sweetness of Ippongi’s Yuki 

junmai ginjo sake.

Nibble on small pieces of 

heshiko and wash them 

down with this sake, for a 

combination that never 

gets old.

Miyakehikouemon
Shuzo Co., Ltd.
Representative

Miyake  Norihiko

The complex flavors of 

fermented foods go well 

nicely with the light, sweet 

flavor of junmai ginjo sake.

Torihama Sake Brewing 
Co., Ltd.

Representative Director
Kohori Yasuhiko 

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

A unique delicacy made by 

re-pickling heshiko —

mackerel pickled in rice 

bran — in Hayaseura daiginjo

sake lees.The extra effort 

turns this traditional Wakasa

favorite into an outstanding 

side for drinks.

Heshiko Pickled in Sake Lees

Contact Miyakehikouemon Shuzo:
21-7,Hyase, Mihama-cho, Mikata-gun, Fukui

Dishes and Snacks That Pair Well with Sake

Case 5

Pairing to Sake introducer

Pairing to Sake

Pairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui

Pairing to Sake introducer

Shops in Fukui

https://www.gokonoeki.jp/
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A quietly spectacular Echizen Ware 
sake dish with a rim no more than 1 
mm thick — particularly noteworthy 
given the difficulty of making ceramics 
this thin.
Hirara is a type of flat Echizen Ware 
sake cup.
The incredibly thin edge allows sake to 
make a truly delicate first impression 
with each sip, and the flat shape of the 
dish gives the sake’s aroma room to 
blossom with every sip.

Echizen-yaki-no-yakata(Echizen Ware Industrial Cooperative Association)

URL http://www.echizenyaki.com/yakata/

Echizenyaki
Echizen Ware dates back some 850 years, with a history that began with the 

iron-rich clay of what is now Echizen Town, Fukui Prefecture. Because of this 

high iron content, the fired ceramics have a distinctively subdued character, yet 

an unmistakably appealing sense of warmth.

Echizen Usukuchi
Sake Cup

Nyu Shuzo Co.,Ltd.
President&

Representative Director
Takahashi  Yuko

Echizen Sake Cup

Genpei Shuzo co., Ltd.
Representative Director

Hagiwara  Atsushi

These paired cups are larger 
than guinomi sake cups, yet 
smaller than most ordinary 
glasses, making them just 
right for enjoying well chilled 
Genpei junmai sake.

Kokuryu original Sake cup “ Sakazuki”

A sake cup for chilled sake made as a 
collaboration between Kokuryu and 
Ryuji Iwama, a certified traditional 
artisan at the Ryusen Kiln.
The incredibly thin edge of the cup 
provides a “sharp” feel to go with 
the crisp finish of this sake, bringing 
out its best when chilled.

Contact Kokuryu Shuzo:

URL http://www.kokuryu.co.jp/ Mail info@kokuryu.co.jp 

Funaki Shuzo 
Limited Partnership

Representative
Funaki  Osamu 

Kokuryu Sake 
Brewing Corporation

President
Mizuno  Naoto

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

1-38, Matsuokakasuga, Eiheiji-cho, Yoshida-gun, Fukui  

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

Case 1

Pairing to Sake

Pairing to Sake
introducer

Shops in Fukui

5-33, Ozowara, Echizen-cho, Nyu-gun, Fukui

Pairing to Sake introducer

Shops in Fukui
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URL     http://www.tsuchinao.com/

Echizen Lacquerware
Echizen Lacquerware refers to lacquerware made in Sabae City, Fukui Prefecture. 

These items are known for the sophisticated luster of their lacquer, and their subtly 

showy designs. The region has established a system for division of labor, with 

artisans specializing in carving the base wood, lacquering, decoration, or other 

single steps of the process, for results that are both beautiful and durable.

This decanter helps aerate the 
sake and bring out its full-bodied 
aroma, an advantage over 
serving directly from a bottle.

TSUCHINAO JAPANWARE CO.     

A sake cup made of zelkova
wood, showing off its beautiful 
grain.
The wood’s grain lends a touch 
of warmth to the dignified form 
of this cup, perfect for enjoying 
this daiginjo sake.

Bajohai

Katakuchi

Mikawa Shuzoujo
Mikawa Kinya

These lacquerware items made by Tsuchinao feature full 
moon and crescent moon designs that sway and shimmer 
when they are filled with sake.
They make an ideal accompaniment to an evening of 
drinks, while admiring the beauty of the moon.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

Tokoyama Shuzo 
Limited Partnership

Executive  Director
Tokoyama Shinpei

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

Case 2

Pairing to Sake
introducer

Pairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui

214, Nishibukuro-cho, Sabae-Shi, Fukui   
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The quietly beautiful metallic color of these cups 
emphasizes the clarity of sake, for a new way to 
enjoy its great flavor.
Because Hosoku Ware uses natural stone, the 
color gradually changes over time, eventually taking 
on a one-of-a-kind look unique to each item.

YAWARAGI Studio  
29-12, Torihama, Wakasa-Cho, Mikatakaminaka-gun, Fukui

URL http://www.tou-yawaragi.jp/ Mail   info@tou-yawaragi.jp

Housokuyaki
Wakasa Hosoku Ware is made with clay from Echizen, decorated with 

glaze that has powdered Hosoku, an ore from Wakasa, mixed in. With its 

distinctive metallic luster and iridescent shine, this is a style of ceramics 

that truly stands out, even among the many varieties found throughout 

Japan.

Kubota Brewery  Limited 
Representative

Kubota  Naokuni

Guinomi

Guinomi
Lighter than you would expect from stone, 
these cups feel comfortable in the hand and 
pleasant to use. The permeability of the stone 
helps it retain moisture and temperature, to 
keep cold drinks cold. When filled with sake, 
these cups take on a deep blue hue, adding a 
touch of beauty to your mealtime drinks.

FUKUI-BLUE  2-20-17, Tawara, Fukui-shi, Fukui

URL http://www.skdst.com Mail   f-yogyo@fukuiyogyo.co.jp

Syakudani-ishi
Shakudani stone is said to have been discovered 1,500 years ago by Emperor Keitai, who encouraged its 

mining. This rare and beautiful stone is prized for its blue tint and exceptional quality; because it is no longer 

mined, though, it has started to fade from memory. This series of Shakudani tableware was born from the 

desire to share a passion for this unique stone, and to preserve Fukui’s culture of stone for future 

generations. Stone has long been a part of Fukui’s culture, and has been revived for use at the table, 

adding a bit of luxury to everyday life with its natural beauty. On May 20, 2019, it was certified by the 

Agency for Cultural Affairs as Japan Heritage.

Uno Shuzoujo Co., Ltd.
Representative Director

Uno  Nobuhiro

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

※ For purchases, please contact one of 
the shops listed by phone in advance.

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

Case 3

Pairing to Sake
introducer

Shops in Fukui

Echizen-yaki-no-yakata(Echizen Ware Industrial Cooperative Association)Pottery corner

5-33, Ozowara, Echizen-cho, Nyu-gun, Fukui

Case 4

introducerPairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui
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Their spectacular design evokes the 
incredible seasonal beauty of Fukui, for a 
comfortable and luxurious way to enjoy 
this daiginjo sake chilled.

WATARIGLASS studio         17-14, Aukawa-cho, Fukui-shi, Fukui  

Fukui City extends all the way out to the Echizen Coast, where you’ll 

find WATARIGLASS Studio, a hand-made glass workshop in a small 

town between the sea and the mountains. WATARIGLASS Studio 

focuses on blown glass, combining a variety of techniques to explore 

the possibilities of hand-made glass through their products. Visitors 

can also enjoy a workshop tour, or try a hands-on glass-making 

experience.

URL     https://watariglass.com/

Glass Sake Cup

Guinomi ※ Advance reservations required for hands-on 

glass-making experiences.

Tanabe Shuzo Co., Ltd.
Executive  Director

Tanabe  Hiroaki

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、近畿経済産業局

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

Case 4

introducer

Pairing to Sake

Shops in Fukui
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Shopping Information

Sake Brewery country / region Store name
buy
sake

drink
sake

ＵＲＬ

Tokoyama Shuzo 
Limited Partnership

Japan Sakenomise Hayashi ○ http://www.sakenomise.com/en/

Japan Tanakayasaketen ○ http://tanakayasaketen.com/

Japan Sakenotakeuchi ○ http://www1.fctv.ne.jp/~gebatake/

Japan Sake Miyago ○ http://www.ly385.com/

Japan Sake Ishikawa ○ http://www.sake-ishikawa.com/

Japan Akaosaketen ○ http://akao-saketen.jp/

Japan Raden ○ http://www.fukui-raden.jp/

Japan Kemuriya ○ https://kemuriya.gorp.jp/

Tajima Shuzo Co., 
Ltd.

Japan Tajima Shuzo Co., Ltd. ○ https://www.fukuchitose.com/

Japan SEIBU Fukuiten ○ https://www.sogo-seibu.jp/fukui/

Japan Kauza Nomuza (PRiSM FUKUI) ○ https://www.prism-fukui.com/

Japan
Tourism and souvenir shop in 

Fukui city
○ https://www.fukubukukan.com/

Mikawa Shuzoujo

Japan Sake Miyago ○ http://www.ly385.com/

Japan SEIBU Fukuiten ○ https://www.sogo-seibu.jp/fukui/

Japan LIQUR WORLD Hana ○ https://lw-hana.co.jp/

Japan Que sera cellar MIYAMOTO ○ http://www.miyamoto-sake.com/

Japan Kuzuryu Jizakehyakukura ○ http://www.kuzuryu.biz/

Funaki Shuzo 
Limited Partnership

Japan
Funaki Shuzo Limited 

Partnership
○

http://www.funaki-
sake.com/item/?cats=1&cd=2

Japan SEIBU Fukuiten ○ https://www.sogo-seibu.jp/fukui/

Japan Kauza Nomuza (PRiSM FUKUI) ○ https://www.prism-fukui.com/

Japan KAGAMIYA ○ http://www.kagamiya.co.jp/tenpo.html

Japan
Tourism and souvenir shop in 

Fukui city
○ https://www.fukubukukan.com/

Japan YASUBUN ○ https://www.yasubun.co.jp/

Japan LIQUR WORLD Hana ○ https://lw-hana.co.jp/

Kokuryu Sake 
Brewing 

Corporation

Japan Ototoya ○ http://www.ototoya.jp/index.html

Japan WARABI ○ http://warabi-group.com/

Japan Nagomi Kappo Kissui ○ http://www.kappo-kissui.com/

Japan Marusanya ○ https://zabassa.co.jp/marusanya

USA（New York） SAKAYA ○ http://www.sakayanyc.com/

Hong Kong Liquid Gold ○ https://liquidgold.com.hk/

USA（New York) Aburiya Kinnosuke ○ https://aburiyakinnosuke.com/

Taiwan Hana Bi ○ －

http://www.funaki-sake.com/item/?cats=1&cd=2
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Shopping Information

Sake Brewery country / region Store name
buy
sake

drink
sake

ＵＲＬ

Tanabe Shuzo Co., 
Ltd.

Japan Kauza Nomuza (PRiSM FUKUI) ○
https://www.prism-
fukui.com/tenant_category/souvenir/

Japan Sake Miyago ○ http://www.ly385.com/

Japan Liquors Kawabata ○ http://kawavata.yypark.com/

Japan RICE BAR ○ https://ricebar.jp/food/

Taiwan Otafuku ○ https://www.facebook.com/otafukutw

Rikisen Shuzo Co., 
Ltd.

Japan KAGAMIYA ○ http://www.kagamiya.co.jp/tenpo.html

Japan Kauza Nomuza (PRiSM FUKUI) ○ https://www.prism-fukui.com/

Kubota Brewery  
Limited 

Japan Saitosaketen ○ http://www.saito-sake.com/

Japan GRANDIA HOUSEN ○ https://www.g-housen.co.jp/

Manaturu  Shuzo 
Co., Ltd

Japan SEIBU Fukuiten ○ https://www.sogo-seibu.jp/fukui/

Nambu Sake 
Brewery Inc

Japan Nambu Sake Brewery Inc ○ https://www.hanagaki.co.jp/

Japan Morisyuho ○ http://www.morisyuho.jp/

Japan LIQUR WORLD Hana ○ https://lw-hana.co.jp/

Japan YASUBUN ○ https://www.yasubun.co.jp/

Japan Kauza Nomuza (PRiSM FUKUI) ○ https://www.prism-fukui.com/

Uno Shuzoujo Co., 
Ltd.

Japan LIQUOR SHOP MATSUYAMA ○ https://www.matsuyama.ne.jp/

USA（California） 69 Leonard Street ○ https://www.69leonardstreet.com/

USA（New York） Bar Moga ○ https://www.barmoga.com/

USA（New York） Aburiya Kinnosuke ○ https://aburiyakinnosuke.com/

USA（New York） EN Japanese Brasserie ○ https://www.enjb.com/

Genpei Shuzo Co., 
Ltd.

Japan Heisei Onoya ○ http://www.h-onoya.co.jp/

Katoukichibee 
Shouten

Japan Katoukichibee Shouten ○ http://www.born.co.jp/

Japan Otsuya ○ https://www.orebo.jp/

Japan SEIBU Fukuiten ○ https://www.sogo-seibu.jp/fukui/

Japan KAIKATEI ○ https://www.kaikatei.biz/

Japan Nakamatsu ○ https://www.nakamatu.com/

Japan UOTOME ○ http://www.uotome.com/information.html

Hong Kong・Shanghai  
etc.

Ｃｉｔｙｓｕｐｅｒ ○ http://www.citysuper.com.hk/en/

Dubai・Hong Kong  etc Zuma ○ https://zumarestaurant.com/

USA（California） shunji-Japanese Cuisine- ○ http://shunji-ns.com/

USA（California） Takami Sushi&Robata ○ http://www.takamisushi.com/index/home

USA（California） Sushi Ran ○ https://sushiran.com/

USA（New York） Ootoya ○ https://ootoya.us/

France（Paris） BEIGE ○ －

Nyu Shuzo Co.,Ltd. Japan Nyu Shuzo Co.,Ltd. ○ https://www.asukai1716.com/

Torihama Sake 
Brewing Co., Ltd.

Japan Torihama Sake Brewing Co., Ltd. ○ https://www.torihama.jp/?mode=f14

https://www.prism-fukui.com/tenant_category/souvenir/
https://www.torihama.jp/?mode=f14



